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This large print book carries the seal of approval of N.A.V.H.Â  No more struggling with the fine

print, thanks to Webster&#39;s New World Portable Large Print Dictionary, which has all the

outstanding features of other Webster&#39;s New World dictionaries, including clear, precise

definitions. Based on the acclaimed Webster&#39;s New World Dictionary, Fourth College Edition,

this offersÂ  * Over 35,000 entriesÂ  * Precise definitionsÂ  * Syllable breaks, accents, and

pronunciation for difficult wordsÂ  * Clear, highly readable typeÂ  With its authoritative, current, and

accessible information in a compact, easy-to-use format, Webster&#39;s New World Portable Large

Print Dictionary can be used anywhere: in the office, in the classroom, at home, and all the places in

between. Â 
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This Large Print Book Carries the Seal of Approval of N.A.V.H.No more struggling with the fine print,

thanks to Webster's New World Portable Large Print Dictionary...which has all the outstanding

features of other Webster's New World dictionaries, including clear, precise definitionsBased on the

acclaimed Webster's New World Dictionary, Fourth College Edition, this is the most up-to-date and

handy large print dictionary available, offering* Over 35,000 entries* Precise definitions* Syllable

breaks, accents, and pronunciation for difficult words* Clear, highly readable typeWith its

authoritative, current, and accessible information in a compact, easy-to-use format, Webster's New

World Portable Large Print Dictionary is the one dictionary you can use anywhere-in the office, in



the classroom, at home...and all the places in between.

The Editors of the Websterâ€™s New World Dictionaries are a team of professional lexicographers

with advanced degrees in various scholarly fields. The editors familiarize themselves with the

vocabulary in specific subject areas, collect materials on new developments and usage, and work

with expert consultants to ensure that the content of our publications is as accurate and as

up-to-date as possible.

I don't use word correct on my pc and this one works but i really need to get a more modern one

because this one has a lot of words that just aren't there.A lot of folks have forgotten how to use on

e of these.

I bought this dictionary for my son to keep in his desk at school. Even though he does not need

glasses, I bought the large print edition so that he would not have to strain at all. We purchased

Webster's Student Dictionary and this portable one, and the portable one is actually thicker than the

student edition. It is a bit narrower and it has a soft cover (the other has a hard cover). Between the

two, I would definitely choose the student edition because it has synonyms, however, this is a really

good dictionary. I took off one star because it is not portable...unless you carry your bookcase on

your back :-). Certainly a great choice for anyone who does not want to strain his or her eys when

using.

It is odd to review a dictionary as they tend to be obsolete in todays age of being to search the world

wide web for anything or even simply asking siri. If I had a siri when I was in high school I could've

graduated with honors. I purchased this dictionary as it was mandatory for a class. I must say if you

are doing the same thing, I would recommend going to the local book store and purchasing one

there. The words portable are deceptive as this is a large book and does not easily fit in a purse.

I can read the print, but there are so many words not listed. Has not been much help for me.

I am a prolific writer but a bad speller. This dictionary is very good for finding the correct spelling of a

word. It is not clobbered up with endless uses for each word. If I should need uses, I'd use my

unabridged dictionary. My only problem is that I paid $14.95, and thought I was getting a hard back

copy. A few days later,  had it priced at $8.80 for the paper back. Maybe they sent the wrong one,



but I'll keep it. Not worth the hassle to correct the mistake, if that is what it was.

Was looking for a dictionary with bigger than normal size text. Was very pleased , I ordered it on

Friday and got it on Sunday Amazing!!!

A dictionary is just that but necessary

Love this book.
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